


MASTER CONCEPTS
Here are a few of the main concepts that 
are observable in the design of the Master 
Universe.

4:1 RATIO: This rato is best seen as 1 
superuniverse zone to 4 outer space 
zones. It is fundamental to the overall 
design of the Master Universe.

This rato is also seen in many aspects of 
nature and daily living.

 

These fundamental concepts 
are observed within the 

Grand Universe.
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MASTER CONCEPTS
THE GROWTH AND HEALING PROCESSES

All cure starts inside the body and proceeds 
outward, working from the head and moving 
downward, and proceeds in the reverse order that 
the symptoms originally appeared in the body.

That basic immutable principle of nature is also 
known as remoton and is an integral part of the 
development and completon of the Master 
Universe. Growth, and when necessary the 
healing of the Master Universe, especially where 
it concerns the 4 outer space zones relies 
signifcantly on this process.

Spiritual growth occurs from the head downward. 
Material growth occurs from the center outward. 
Healing follows the reversal process ― in the 
reverse order that the degeneraton frst 
appeared.

MAN EMBODIES THESE CONCEPTS (in God’s image)

From the head (God) moving downward (to the lowest creatures). 
From the inside (Paradise) moving outward to the extremites 
(superuniverses and outer space zones).



LAW
Origin

Administraton Revelaton

All law takes origin in the First 
Source and Center: He is law.

The administraton of spiritual 
law inheres in the Second Source 
and Center. 

The revelaton of law, the 
promulgaton and interpretaton 
of the divine statutes, is the 
functon of the Third Source and 
Center. 

The applicaton of law, justce, 
falls within the providence of the 
Paradise Trinity and is carried out 
by certain Sons of the Trinity.

Applicaton



ULTIMATONS
There are 4 commands, or modes of 
operaton in regards to the Universal 
Father's Will as it applies to ultmatons in 
the universes of tme and space. They are 
listed numerically simply for easier human 
understanding and are not necessarily 
identfed that way by the Paradise Trinity.

1) Begin occupaton of space.

2) Build mater.

3) Reset (a multfunctonal command, two 
examples are A) to disintegrate mater 
and B) to prevent ultmatons from 
generatng energy).

4) End occupaton of space (and return to 
Paradise).

On Uranta, Father's Will is that we 
do not have access to ultmatonic 
energy at this tme in our 
problematc history. This is done by 
issuing a thought bubble around 
Uranta containing command 3B.



ULTIMATONS
Father's Will is applied to ultmatons 
through what can be described as thought 
bubbles. These thought bubbles can be of 
any size and exist in three dimensional 
space. Each thought bubble can contain 
only one of the four commands of Father's 
Will at any given moment but the 
command can be changed when required.

These thought bubbles cannot be larger in 
size than the collecton of ultmatons they 
control, but there can be smaller thought 
bubbles within bigger ones. In other words 
thought bubbles can be nested like 
Russian dolls when necessary. For 
example, let's say that long ago it was 
Father's Will that ultmatons be used to 
create mater suitable for the creaton of 
the local universe of Nebadon. 

A single thought bubble the size of this 
planned local universe (at the tme) could 
contain the command to begin populatng 
that area of space with ultmatons. Once 
sufficient ultmatons had populated that 
region of space, the command would have 
been switched to build mater.

Now let's assume at some later point in 
tme that a partcular problematc space 
body in Nebadon needed to be destroyed 
by the Paradise Trinity. A smaller thought 
bubble could be created to surround that 
space body and contain the Reset 
command to disintegrate the problematc 
object.

Defectve ultmatons can (individually) be 
issued the command to return to Paradise.



BODY - MIND - SPIRIT
Mortal man has at its core, a spirit nucleus; 
mind is a personal energy system 
surrounding the divine spirit nucleus and 
functons in liaison with the material 
environment. [UB 12:9] Mind is always 
dominant over mater and is an 
indispensable channel of communicaton 
between mater and spirit. In relaton to 
personality, the physical is subordinate, the 
mind co-ordinate, and the spirit is 
directve. [UB 116: 6]

ENERGY is the domain of the eternal Isle 
of Paradise.
SPIRIT is the domain of the Eternal Son 
(associate creator of all).
MIND is the domain of the Infnite Spirit.
PERSONALITY is the domain of the 
Universal Father.

To build character is to overcome the 
vicissitudes of tme and circumstance in 
your life, to rise above the difficultes and 
not to succumb to the easy answers that 
your culture would provide for you. 
Growth in character is not synonymous 
with the growth of your spirituality, but it 
is defnitely synonymous with the growth 
of your soul. 

Spiritual progress is measured by the 
degree to which the human mind has 
established a connecton with the soul that 
knows God. This is why spiritual 
achievement is sometmes referred to as 
“how close one has come to fnding the 
Father”. This can be achieved by being 
flexible in your beliefs, and by adoptng the 
attude of a true scientst in atemptng to 
fnd the Father within yourself.



SENSES
As mortals we have fve senses. We can see 
things. We can hear, we can smell, taste and 
we can touch. If we want to go beyond that 
to the so-called sixth sense, this can grow to 
be quite a number of things, but we need 
soul growth to have soul felt experiences. 
We are making some movements towards 
fnding out informaton beyond the fve 
senses. We have built machines for taking 
Kirlian-like images “the aura machine“ and 
even a lie detector. 

It is in the Moronta realm where we will 
discover a great number of additonal senses. 
Mostly these deal with the feelings of others. 
We will stll have our human senses although 
in tme the sense of taste may become 
redundant. However, once setled and 
grounded in a moronta body, you will have a 
faster moving mind, capable of perceiving 
well beyond mortal senses. 

It is in the spiritual realm where you can fnd 
total understanding. You will learn to be able 
to sense other's emotons with great clarity, 
with great accuracy and what will happen 
there, is that you will have many more senses.

You will have a far greater mind and you will 
be able to take in more and more informaton, 
faster and faster.

On the Mansion Worlds and on every 
inhabited planet beyond Mansonia you will be 
gifed with additonal senses. Almost all these 
new senses will be what you might presently 
see as psychic senses — an ability to feel what 
others feel — a capacity to discern another’s 
wishes or a knack for simply knowing the 
truth. 



THE AGE OF THE SUPREME
We are currently about ⅕-th through this 
age according to the plans of the 
Architects of the Master Universe.
Because of the abundance of rebellion that 
has occurred in Nebadon as well as our 
Creator Son’s strong determinaton, 
abundant mercy, and the extreme and 
unique circumstances surrounding Uranta,

including the unprecedented direct 
interventon by the Architect of 
Superuniverse #7 Orvonton into the afairs 
of Uranta. This planet as well as all of the 
local universe of Nebadon now fnds itself 
in the favorable positon of being well 
ahead of the projected plan as indicated by 
the tmeline below.

Age of the Supreme begins

Age of the Supreme ends

⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘

We are approx. here {The original MU plan called for 
the present MU revelatons to 
occur closer to this tme frame

As well as being ahead of schedule in its preparatons for becoming the gateway to
the Outer Space Zones, Nebadon also provides a rich environment for acceleratng
the release of revelaton regarding the great plan for the Master Universe and beyond.



SUPREME TIME
Supreme tme is linear, flowing in one 
directon, existng only in the present. The 
past and future are inaccessible. It can only 
react to the past or antcipate the future.

Pockets of Supreme tme can be compressed 
in the present on the tme line thus giving 
the percepton of tme moving faster for 
those on the tme line. Beings on the tme 
line are statonary tme wise. We do not 
move through tme, tme moves through us.

Time compression is a characteristc of the 
Mother Spirits of the Local Universes and is 
ofen used by their ofspring such a Seraphim 
in order to reduce the apparent tme needed 
for lengthy space travel. When Seraphim 
compress tme it is as if they are in a tme 
bubble in which tme passes normally for 
them but external observers perceive them

in an accelerated tme mode. See the Uranta 
Book Part 4 the account of the water being 
turned into wine at the wedding through the 
use of tme compression.

The Mansion world nearest Uranta is over 11 
light years away. Transport Seraphim can travel 
about 3 tmes the speed of light, therefore it 
would take them almost 4 years to reach it, yet 
we know that the resurrecton can take place 
there 3 days afer mortal death, and Seraphim 
arrive there from Uranta even sooner than 
that. This is accomplished through tme 
compression and other celestal shortcuts.

Time compression is also used to compress 
data transmissions for higher data transmission 
volumes over universe circuits. Hitoshi Kitada 
provides mathematcal proof of tme 
compression at: htp://www.kitada.com



ULTIMATE TIME
How Ultmate tme works: The absonite (absolute + fnite) nature of Ultmacy can 
transcend linear tme in a variety of limited (sub-absolute) ways which can manipulate and 
inject variatons into the tme line. The concepts and values of the past can be revisited and 
remotoned (reconditoned, enhanced, removed) in the present, and future possibilites can 
be explored and modeled in the present before the linear tme line actually reaches them.

Supreme Time Line / Linear / Only in the Present

Ultmate Transcended Time
Grey Loops

Past Future

Past Future

Remoton the past

Modeling the future

Modeling and remoton
in combinaton

Remoton can be applied to a singular
point in tme [1] or as derivatves of this

same point [A] [B].

[1]

[A]
[B]



REMOTION
What is remoton in practcal terms?
Man is made in the image of God, and so is 
the Master Universe. Yet they hardly 
resemble each other in appearance. Why? 

God is Spirit. Man and the universe are 
primarily material. God reveals Himself 
through the mysteries embodied in various 
physical manifestatons, man and universe 
alike. Spirit cannot be seen by the physical. 
One must learn to discern it with the mind 
and develop spiritual vision.

The seven Superuniverses are the arena of 
the Supreme Deity and exhibit moton 
through the process of evoluton and linear 
tme as their primary growth feature.

The 4 Outer Space Zones (OSZ) are the 
arena of the Ultmate Deity and exhibit 
remoton and transcendental tme as a 
correcton method for all evolutonary 
failures and shortcomings of Master 
Universe signifcance based on the 
universal law of cure (see MASTER 
CONCEPTS slide) which states that all 
growth and healing comes from the head 
(God) moving downward (to the lowest 
creatures). From the inside (Paradise) moving 
outward to the extremites (superuniverses 
and outer space zones), and in the reverse 
order that the problems frst occurred.

This last part is where when and how 
remoton is performed on a universal scale.



REMOTION
As it is with man, so it is with the universe.

This universal law as it applies to man 
functons in four levels: Acute, Subacute, 
Chronic, and Degeneratve, as reversible 
paterns of disease and health.

Likewise this law applies to the Master 
Universe in four levels as Outer Space
Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4, as reversible paterns
of evolutonary failures to be turned into 
successes.

Therefore, the frst OSZ will be used to 
correct the most recent and deepest 
problems of Master Universe signifcance 
that will remain outstanding once the age 
of the Supreme has been concluded. In 
human physiological terms this can be 
described as the degeneratve stage.

The second OSZ will be used to correct 
the next layer of less deeply rooted issues, 
known in physiological terms as the 
chronic stage. The frst and second OSZ 
are closely related since the problems they 
deal with became deeply entrenched and 
as such remain relatvely difficult to 
correct.

The third OSZ begins to deal with less 
deeply entrenched problems as the frst 
two layers of issues have been peeled 
away and rectfed in the frst and second 
OSZs. In physiological terms this third level 
can be described as the subacute 
symptoms.
 



REMOTION
The fourth OSZ will deal with the easiest 
problems of universe importance once 
everything else has been cleared in the 
frst three zones, and will perform the fnal 
rectfcaton, cleansing and rebuilding 
which in physiological terms can be 
described as treatng the acute stage 
which ultmately triggers the desired end 
result of the fnal and absolute healing 
crisis which brings about the desired fnal 
healing and completon of the Master 
Universe. 

Notce that the fourth OSZ incorporates 
two aspects of the universal law of healing: 

1) treatment of the last remnants of 
symptoms, and 

2) the fnal healing crisis and completed 
healing transformaton.

How will these two processes actually be 
worked out in the fourth OSZ? 

The diagram –  The Destnn of the Master 
Universe – gives us the basic mechanism 
that will be used. The bulk of the fourth 
OSZ will be used to carry out the fnal 
correctve and transcending work of 
remoton, while the special quatrain 
galaxies will be used to carry out the fnal 
healing and transformaton of all 
outstanding evolutonary issues, and 
absolutum galaxies will be used to contain 
the end result of the Master Universe 
healing process so it can be presented to 
the Absolute.



ANALOGIES
In this example the Deitn Supreme 
(superuniverses) is the gardener, and the 
Deitn Ultmate (outer space zones) is the 
cook.

Central universe = the source of the seeds 
(paterns).

Superuniverses = the garden where seeds 
are planted and grow into vegetables and are 
harvested.

OSZ 1 = the kitchen where the veggies are 
processed: cleaned, trimmed, peeled, and cut.
OSZ 2 = the kitchen where the veggies are 
seasoned, cooked and prepared for 
consumpton.
OSZ 3 = the kitchen where the prepared 
veggies are organized into individual meals.
OSZ 4 = the dining room where the meals are 
gathered and served as a feast.

+ + =



ANALOGIES continued

The fnished meals are served at the fully 
adorned banquet table, where the carrots are 
both eaten as part of the meal, and enjoyed 
as part of the beautful decoratons.

So the lesson in this analogy is how a single 
ripe vegetable, a single ripe concept of the 
Supreme, is processed in stages by the 
Ultmate to produce a fnished product for 
the Absolute.

Let's follow the process by using the humble 
carrot as an example.

The carrot seeds are planted and grown 
and then harvested.

The harvested carrots are then cleaned, 
tops cut of, peeled, then cut into large 
pieces for baking, cut into thick slices for 
boiling, diced for soup, cut into thin slices 
for garnish, shredded for making carrot 
salad, and julienned for making mixed 
salad. Some carrots are set aside for 
making a decoratve center piece for the 
banquet table. The processed carrots are 
then used for making various dishes.



ANALOGIES
If Creaton were an automobile it would
be something like this:

Engine = Father - First Source and Center

Clutch = Architects of the Master Universe

Brake = Paradise Trinity

Throtle = Infnite Spirit - Third Source and Center

Bodn = Eternal Son - Second Source and Center

Carriage and frame = Unqualifed Absolute

Steering = Paradise Trinity + God the Sevenfold + Deity

Fuel = LOVE - DESIRE TO DO GOOD

Complete automobile = I AM

I AM A DEUSY!I AM A DEUSY!



SUPREME SPIRIT VALUES
What are Supreme Spirit Values (SSVs)?
“New potentals were actualized in the 
universe of Nebadon consequent upon the 
terminal bestowal of Michael, and one of 
these was the new illuminaton of the path 
of eternity that leads to the Father of all, 
and which can be traversed even by the 
mortals of material flesh and blood in the 
inital life on the planets of space.” UB 
101:6.17.

Jesus provided living examples of all 1,000 
Supreme Spirit Values through his Life and 
Teachings which laid the foundaton for 
the Direct Ascension School. The KJV 
Bible contains 585 and the Uranta Book 
has all 1,000 SSVs.

On Uranta, ALL 1,000 SSVs are now open 
for capture.

On Paradise the 1,000 SSVs form a 10 x 
10 x 10 Supreme Cube where each LIVING 
Point of Light is held by a Paradise Son of 
God.

From the start it was Michael of Nebadon’s 
plan to design a Direct Ascension School 
where fnite-mortals can atain an 
experiental realizaton of the Father's 
perfect personality without ever leaving 
Uranta.  By laying down the template for 
all 1,000 Supreme Spirit Values during His 
life in-the-flesh he opened the gates to 
ascension through the capture of these 
values.



SUPREME SPIRIT VALUES
SSV capture can be expressed 
mathematcally, but unlike engineering and 
physics which require applied mathematcs 
in a closed and statc environment, each 
captured value is based on a subset of 
unique, actualized and applied experiences 
that represent a dynamic living formula. As 
the quantty of shared experience grows, 
so too does the quality resultng in a 
beneft to ALL as each higher grasp of 
these values presents another new 
revelaton of the Father's perfect 
personality and truly explains why the 
Truth is Alive!

There is no greater honor than being one 
whose actualized living experience results 
in the direct elevaton of the Supreme 
Being and, as such, an elevaton for ALL.

Proverbs 4:23-27

23 Above all else, guard your heart, for 
everything you do flows from it.

24 Keep your mouth free of perversity; 
keep corrupt talk far from your lips.

25 Let your eyes look straight ahead; fx 
your gaze directly before you.

26 Give careful thought to the paths for 
your feet and be steadfast in all your ways.

27 Do not turn to the right or the lef; 
keep your foot from evil.



SUPREME SPIRIT VALUES
1) Recently, the "First Level of Coherence" 
was achieved between the Supreme Mind 
and the Cosmic Mind allowing God the 
Supreme in Havona to become 
functonally actve in ways that were 
previously unavailable.

2) These 1,000 SSVs are captured through 
actualized living experience. SSVs 
"impinge" on each other, so they are 
"clustered" together in groups because 
they are either related, they build on each 
other or they have an influence on like-
types of values.

3) Above the 7 Adjutant Mind Spirits of the 
Local Universe Mother Spirit there are 
another 52 Adjutant Spirits that facilitate 
SSV capture. While the Adjutants are not 
personalites, they are personal.

They are individual, segmented mind 
circuits of Deity personality. Each one of 
the 52 Adjutants is the actng facilitator for 
specifc SSVs. More than one Adjutant is 
ofen involved in SSV capture because of 
this impingement. Quite ofen many 
Adjutants are involved in the capture 
process. As subsets of the SSVs, many 
individual experiences also "impinge" on 
each other. Simply stated, they "overlap". 
This overlapping of individual experiental 
neural pathways strengthens the 
coherence within individual SSVs and 
between "clusters" of SSVs.
                                                                         
4) The overlapping experiental neural 
pathways interconnect these "Points of 
LIGHT" like a massive spiderweb-like 
superhighway of inter-associatve thought. 
  
                                                                        



SUPREME SPIRIT VALUES
THE SUPREME UNIFIER 
The Supreme Being has a threefold 
functon in the experience of mortal man: 
First, he is the unifer of tme-space 
divinity, God the Sevenfold; second, he is 
the maximum of Deity which fnite 
creatures can comprehend; third, he is 
mortal man’s only avenue of approach to 
the transcendental experience of 
consortng with absonite mind, eternal 
spirit, and Paradise personality.
 
To fnite man truth, beauty, and goodness 
embrace the full revelaton of divinity 
reality. As this love-comprehension of 
Deity fnds spiritual expression in the lives 
of God-knowing mortals, there are yielded 
the fruits of divinity: intellectual peace, 
social progress, moral satsfacton, spiritual 
joy, and cosmic wisdom.

It's extremely important to note that Jesus 
set the SUPREME standard for ataining all 
1,000 SSVs. It should also be noted that 
there are 7 progressive atainment levels 
for each SSV and these 7 levels are loosely 
described in the side bar. 

THE SUPREME SPIRIT OF TRUTH
The augmented Supreme Spirit of Truth 
stands side-by-side with the original. It 
doesn't supplant it, but blends or melds 
into mind allowing for Mota-like insight 
that leads to wisdom and a clear view of 
Spirit Value derived from an individual's 
actualized living experience. This will allow 
an individual the opportunity to capture all 
Supreme Spirit Values while stll in-the-
flesh opening the door for an entrely new 
type of ascension. 

THE  7 SSV  LEVELS

Supreme

Outstanding

Excellent

Vern good

Good

Fair

Poor



SUPREME SPIRIT VALUES
The augmented Supreme Spirit of Truth is 
Trinitarian in nature and it allows recipients 
access to the recently achieved "First Level 
of Coherence" within the Supreme Mind. 
This fosters easier Spirit Value 
reconciliaton between an individual's 
actualized living experience within their 
developing Moronta Mind and that which 
exists within the full, seven-phased Cosmic 
Mind of the Master Spirits.
 
The augmented Supreme Spirit of Truth is 
analogous to Moronta Mota for the 
Material Mind and can frst be accessed on 
its lower levels with the atainment of the 
Third Psychic Circle. The Comforter (the 
original Spirit of Truth) remains in place for 
those in Psychic Circles 4 thru 7 as a 
supplement to the Adjutant Mind Spirits

just like before, while the new Spirit of 
Truth can be accessed beginning with 
Psychic Circle 3 (Refer to: Uranta Book: 
110:6.1). 

The augmented Supreme SoT is an SSV 
operatng system that now has both the 
depth and breadth for ascenders to assess 
their progress and make a direct climb to 
the highest atainable height, but none of 
this would be possible had Jesus not given 
each SSV its original full defniton.
 
The Spirit of Truth is under full command 
of Mother Spirit, in that Michael of 
Nebadon has placed it with Mother Spirit 
so that it is constant and not moving 
beyond her immediate directon.
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